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Deafheaven have announced a new EP, “A Visit From the Winter Witch”. The band’s music can best be described as an unholy fusion of black metal, doom and post rock. The reason for the flurry of labels? Most of the songs on the EP are instrumental and I haven’t heard a Deafheaven record that doesn’t have something

more ‘hooky’ than two guitarists playing together, and high-pitched vocals. I actually think “Sunbather” had a vocal presence too. An astonishing and confusing amount of labels are being applied to this EP — doom, sludge, post-metal, stoner, black metal, post black metal, and even power electronics have all been bandied
about. One thing Deafheaven certainly don’t sound like is post metal. They’re definitely black metal, with raspy vocals and tonal voice and imperfect production. But “A Visit From the Winter Witch” is as far from black metal as Deafheaven get. It’s more like whatever the hell I was listening to the first six months of the year.
There are some very fast riffs on this record, but the faster ones often sound muddy and reedy. So I’m not sure what the point of riffs like “Godforsaken” or “Follow Me Into the Valley” is. Even the longest track, “Winterhalter”, is only six minutes long and riffs alternate awkwardly throughout. I’ve been trying to make sense

of this record, because it sounds like so many other things in one. I’m giving “A Visit From the Winter Witch” a 6.5 on Taste of Terror. It does get my recommendation, because while it’s not my favorite Deafheaven record, it’s an absolute blast of a song. (Listen below.) Album cover art for Deafheaven's "A Visit From the
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